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Questions to Answer
• Q1 what is unique about the climate trend over the SE US? Can we
explain this?
• Q2: what is the aerosol composition over the SE US?
• Q3: What is State-of-the-Art Modeling of SOA Formation?
What might be missing in understanding SOA formation in the
southeast?
• Q4: how aerosols affect the SE US differently from other regions by
direct effect ?

Q1 what is unique about the climate trend over the
SE US? Can we explain this?

Fig.1a Surface air temperature change
for 1900-1998 based on local linear
trends for the GISS analysis of GHCN
data by Hansen et al., 2001.

Fig.1b Surface air temperature
trend for 1926-2000, in ℃(100yr)1,by Lu et al., 2005.

Fig.2 a Annual, b winter, and c summer seasonal mean southeastern US air
temperature (), 1895-2007. The thick solid line represents the best fit linear
least-squares trend line. Dashed lines are the distribution of regimes having
statistically significant differences in mean values between adjacent periods, by
Rogers 2012.

Study

Period Studied

Method

Identified
Cooling
Period

Temperature Trend or Change

Hansen et al.
2001

1900-1998

GISS analysis
(Hansen et
al, 2001)

1900-1998

About -0.3 ℃(100yr)-1

Mauget 2003

1932-1999

Monte Carlo and
MannWhitney U
and Z
statistics

1964-1979

N/A

Lu et al. 2005

1926-2000

Lund and Reeves,
2001

1926-2000

N/A

Portmann et al.
2009

1950-2006

N/A

1950-2006 for
Tmin and
Tmax, and
strongest in
May-June

N/A

Wang et al. 2009

1950-2000

Least Squared
Regression
(LSR)

1950-2000
strongest in winter

N/A

Rogers 2012

1895-2007

LSR

1895-2007 of
summer and
annual mean

Summer -0.56 ℃(100yr)-1
Annual -0.38 ℃(100yr)-1

Misra and Michael
2013

1948-2009

EEMD(Wu and
Huang 2009)

1948-2009
Tmin for all
seasons from
COOP2 data
set

Winter -0.27 F(100yr)-1
Spring -1.65 F(100yr)-1
Summer -0.65 F(100yr)-1
Fall -0.18 F(100yr)-1

Table 1 If N/A, not mentioned in the paper

Possible Causes of Cooling Trend
• From observation data
Efforts to make linkage b/w surface T and
cloud cover, precipitation, soil moisture, a variety
of dynamics factors (e.g.SST , North Atlantic
Oscillation, Arctic Oscillation, North pacific index
et al), even land use change.
• From modeling
several members of large set of ensemble
simulations may reproduce the cooling trend, but
in the central US region, instead of SE US.

Summary of Q1
Studies showed that the cooling trend of
SE US may be partly attributed to the
Pacific Decadal Variability (PDV) of the
SST, which usually contribute more during
winter than summer to the variability of
surface T of SE US. They studies indicate
that other causes may exist, such as
aerosols.

Q2: what is the aerosol composition over the SE US?
Fig 3a. Average PM2.5 composition
in urban areas by region, 2003

Fig 3b. Trends in PM2.5 and its
chemical constituents, 1999–2003

By EPA Particle Pollution Report 2004

Contributions to OA: POA vs SOA
Table 2 Methodology

Methods

Description

Uncertainty or Limitations

Tracer species, e.g
elemental carbon
(EC)

OC/EC ratio that exceeds the average
OC/EC from source measurements
is assumed to be SOA

Large uncertainty b/c a) OC/EC of emission
sources is highly variable and is
substantially affected by meteorological
conditions b) OM/OC

Receptor models e.g.
organic tracer-based
chemical mass balance
(CMB) and positive
matrix factorization
(PMF) models

the mass that cannot be predicted
(based on source profile) by the model
is assigned to SOA

the CMB model does not directly predict
SOA but
provides an upper limit of SOA mass based
on limited source markers (source types).

aerosol mass
spectrometer (AMS)
and
Fourier transform

oxygenated organic aerosols (OOA),
having higher
OM/OC and (O/C) than POA

To what extent that oxidized OA equates to
SOA, because some primary aerosols are
also oxidized.

Size b/w 200 & 500 nm typically
contain SOA formed by condensation ,
because particles in this size range
have the highest relative surface area
that make mass transfer most efficient
for growth.

Very challenging

infrared (FTIR)
spectroscopy
Size distribution of OM

Table3a By Yu et al. 2004

Table3b By Pachon et al. 2010 SOC% for ATLANTA 1999-2007

Large uncertainty due to
OM/OC ratios:
POA

1.2 ~ 1.4

(including BB)
ASOA

1.6 ~1.8

BSOA

~2.2

Spatial & Temporal
Variability

Contributions of POA and SOA to OA :rural vs urban
Table4a By Yu et al. 2004

Solid line : inland Dashed line :gulf

Contributions of POA and SOA to OA :rural vs urban
Table 4b.By Blanchard et al. 2008

Solid line : inland
Dashed line :gulf
Red: urban Black: rural

Contributions to OA: biogenic vs. anthro.
Sources of POA and SOA Precursors
1)Fossil fuel combustion (anthropogenic)
2)Biomass and biofuel burning (both natural and anthropogenic)
3)Biogenic VOCs (natural) :natural and anthropogenic enhanced (eg. through reaction
with anthropogenic pollutants, such as NOx)
4)AVOCs
Methods to Distinguish Contributions
1)EC tracer
Fig.3 Hoyle et al.
2)Radiocarbon
2011,revised
14
( C) analysis
3)AMS
4)SOA organic tracer
5)Receptor and emission
based modeling
SOA

Contributions to OA: biogenic vs. anthro.
To get anthropogenic enhanced BSOA, ideally

upstream

Urban
No AVOCs, so
no ASOA

Known the kinetics of
BVOCs to form BSOA

No POA

downstream
Known the kinetics of
BVOCs to form BSOA

SOA in southeast maybe different
from other regions of the US, because
1) different from the northeastern and

Industrial midwestern area because of large amounts of biogenic emissions
2) different from the western area because of significant amounts of emissions
from fuel combustion and industrial processes; BB in mainly in spring in
southeast instead of summer in the west

Contributions of Biogenic and Anthropogenic Sources to OA :rural vs urban
Table5: Average (Mean ± Standard Deviation) Total Carbon, Contemporary Carbon, and Fossil Carbon Loadings
of the Weekly PM 2.5 Aerosols for Both the Summer and Winter Sampling Seasons at Each Site, Together With
Students t-Test Assessments That Carbon Loadings for the Summer and Winter Sampling Seasons at Each Site
Are the Same

by Bench et al. 2007

Summary of Q2
• PM composition may change, due to
further change in anthropogenic emissions,
landuse, climate.
• Large uncertainties in distinguishing PM
sources.
• Urban PM exceeds that of rural.

Q3: What is State-of-the-Art Modeling of SOA
Formation?
Emissions of gases
Gas-phase chemistry
Nucleation/Gas-particle partitioning
Aerosol phase aqueous phase chemistry/cloud processing
Deposition

Generally, models underestimate OC by a factor of 2~10,
usually better agreement in rural or remote areas than urban
areas. Reviews such as Kanakidou et al. (2005), Hallquist et
al. (2009 ).

Recent studies on the improvement of SOA modeling—gas phase chemistry

Murphy and Pandis (2009) PMCAMx & VBS July 2001 eastern US

Findings:
1) Aging of ahthro. & biogenic organic condensable vapors (OCV), namely multigeneration oxidation significantly improve the SOA prediction. (similar finds by
Ahmodov et al. 2012 using WRF-Chem/VBS)
2) Bias in urban area may suggest problems in urban emissions (similar to Matsui
et al. 2009 by CMAQ/MADRID2 and they suggested to be high MW VOCs) or
volatility distribution semi-volatile POA.
3) Semi-volatile POA is important in the model to increase the OOA/OA ratio
(compared with AMS)

what might be missing in understanding SOA
formation in the southeast?
Findings from observations SOA formation from biogenic
precursors is more efficient in urban plumes
Table 6

study

findings

Weber et al.(2007), compared
northern GA with urban plumes
in the northeast

WSOA is used as a indicator of SOA, and >80% WSOC are modern
Over the two different regions:
strong correlation b/w WSOA & anthropogenic tracer (CO)
similar WSOA/CO over the two different regions

de Gouw et al., (2008), plume
originated from New York
city,2004

Much higher △WSOC/△CO compared with that of POA
The use of yield at high NOx condition can not explain the SOA formation :
growth of SOA from AVOCs : 37% BVOCs : <10%

Liu et al. (2012) summer 2010
Bakersfield, CA,
(influenced by anthropogenic
and biogenic emissions)

SOA/OM ~ 80-90%
ASOA/SOA ~ 70%

Shilling et al. (2013), June 2010
around Sacramento, CA

△OA/△CO(μgm−3 ppmv )
77-157 when biogenic and anthropogenic emissions mixed
near 0 when biogenic emissions dominated
35-44 when anthropogenic emissions dominated

Ahmodov et al. 2012

Table 7a Statistics of 24 h-Averaged OC
Comparison for the SEARCH Network
for Monitors Meeting the Data Criteria

Table 7b Statistics of 24 h-Averaged OC
Comparison for the STN Network for
Monitors East of 104°W Longitude
Meeting the Data Criteria (urban/suburban)

3c same as 8c, but for IMPROVE(rural)

Summary of Q3
Tremendous effort is needed to better simulation the SOA, especially over areas
with complex emissions. The potential important aspects may include:

•
•
•
•

Precursors and Gas-phase chemistry
gas-particle partitioning (Chang et al. 2009)
aerosol phase chemistry (Volkamer et al. 2009)
oligomerization in aerosol phase (maybe minor in
southeast, esp summer time b/c WSOC)

BUT IF WE GET the RIGHT ANSWERS for
RIGHT REASONS?!

Q4: how aerosols affect the SE US differently from
other regions by direct effect ?
Depend on composition, mixing state and size distribution
sulfate : scattering BC : absorbing
OM : both (in most models, treated only as scattering with no absorbing)

Aerosol optical thickness (AOT) observed
from 3 platforms, 2000-2007. (A) MISR
annual mean AOT map. (B) Map of difference
between mean summer (JJA) and winter
(DJF) AOT from MISR instrument. (C) same
as B but for MODIS-TERRA instrument.
By Goldstein et al.2009

Can sulfate or OC be the main reason of spatial and temporal variability of AOD?
Data from IMPROVE (2000-2003) may give spatial infor : Malm et al. (2004)

Data from IMPROVE (2005-2008) may give seasonal infor : Hand et al. (2012)
Ammonia Sulfate
Organic Matter

Can sulfate or OC be the main reason of spatial and temporal variability of AOD?
Goldstein, et al. 2009
Comparison of Walker Branch AERONET AOT (440 nm)
vs. corresponding NCEP SE mean surface temperature
reconstructions. Curve is exponential following the
temperature dependence of biogenic VOC emission
: exp[(T Ts)], where is an empirical coefficient of
exponential dependence and Ts is the base
temperature of standard conditions (303 K). The best-fit
curve shown above (R20.55) has a of 0.11, in good
agreement with BVOC emission observations.

On the contrary, studies (Chung et al. (2012) ; Bahadur et al. (2012) )showed
much less cooling effect of OM due to the absorbing effect of brown carbon
(BrC).

Summary of Q4
• AOD alone is not a sign of heating or
cooling, and single scattering albedo is
important to determine the TRE at TOA.
• BrC may change the optical property of
OM significantly.

Q5: how aerosols affect the SE US by indirect effect ?
Table 8 Overview of the different aerosol indirect effects and their
implications for the global mean net shortwave radiation at the surface, Fsfc
(Columns 2-4) and for precipitation (Columns 5-7).

From IPCC 2007
The poor performance of modeling cloud and precipitation make it very hard to
distinguish the indirect effect from natural variability or other changes in climate.
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